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Good Night Dump Truck - Adam Gamble 2014-04-15
Put on your hard hats and get busy digging! Children love learning about
their favorite construction trucks and machines in this colorful book,
which features dump trucks, bulldozers, front loaders, excavators,
lowboys, tipper trucks, pavers, grapple skidders, giant tires, cement
mixers, cranes, haulers, snowcats, and more.
Sesame Street Elmo's Favorite Places - Carol Monica 2017-07-11
Packed with flaps from cover to cover, Elmo's Favorite Places is sure to
become a treasured book for young Sesame Street fans. Preschoolers
will love visiting all of Elmo's favorite places - the farm, aquarium,
school, park, and home - while learning five different concepts (colors,
shapes, counting, alphabet, and pairing objects that belong together)
along the way. Bold object labels on every spread teach more than 100
vocabulary words, making this book a learning adventure.
Sesame Street: Let's Go Potty, Elmo! - Lori C. Froeb 2017-10-24
With wheels to turn, flaps to lift, and tabs to pull, this sturdy board book
helps teach toddlers the necessities of bathroom hygiene. Playing is so
much fun, but everyone has to take a potty break sometimes - even Elmo!
Taking all the right steps can be a challenge too, but now kids can help
Elmo remember how by showing him the toilet paper, reminding him to
flush and wash hands. Kids will love pulling the tabs, turning the wheels
and lifting the flaps in this engaging book that explains the basics of
bathroom hygiene. Honored as a Finalist in the 2016 International Book
Awards in the Children's Picture Book: Hardcover Non-fiction category.
Disney Frozen: Christmas Magic - Lori C. Froeb 2015-09-22
Celebrate the holidays along with Elsa and Anna with this all-new
engaging seasonal story and five sturdy glittery press-out ornaments that
feature Elsa, Anna, Olaf, Kristoff, and Sven! What do you give the queen
who has everything? Anna is on a quest to find the perfect something for
her big sister. In the end, she finds it’s not things that make the best
gifts, it’s the giving of herself. The book includes 3 glittery press-out
ornaments to hang on a Christmas tree or anywhere a little cheer is
needed!
Super Pooper and Whizz Kid - Hello!Lucky 2018-08-14
Introducing two new potty pals kids and parents will adore, Super
Pooper and Whizz Kid: Potty Power! is a humorous potty-training book
with a hip sensibility and a playful take on a toddler’s most important rite
of passage.
Sesame Beginnings: Potty Time! (Sesame Street) - Parker K. Sawyer
2006-09-26
Toddler Grover and his Sesame Street friends are just beginning to learn
about potty training. This interactive board books talks directly to
readers, even allowing them to "flush" a potty at the end. A perfect
introduction to the issue of toilet training for toddlers and their parents
and care givers!
Can You Tell Me how to Get to Sesame Street? - Eleanor Hudson 1997
Elmo hitches a ride on a kite that takes him from the park into a jungle, a
swamp, and other faraway places
Sesame Street: Night, Night, Elmo! - Sesame Street 2017-07-11
Perfect for bedtime, this adorable new book in the Guess Who series
features five different peek-a-boo flaps and a surprise pop-up at the end!
It’s time for Elmo to go to bed, but there’s lots to do before he’s tucked
in—putting on pajamas, brushing his teeth, listening to a story, and
more! Kids open the flaps throughout to see how Elmo gets ready for
bed. An adorable story and charming pop-up at the end of the book will
make this an interactive bedtime favorite.
Elmo's Emojis - Sesame Workshop 2018-05-01
Why is Cookie Monster feeling worried? What makes Abby feel proud?
Who sings when he feels joyful? Identifying and labeling the emotions of
their feathered and furry friends can help children learn to express their
own feelings—and be more empathetic to the feelings of others.
The Boat Noah Built - Lori C. Froeb 2014-01-28
Lots of stickers to use inside the book and a surprise pop-up make
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Noah’s adventure come alive. Long ago, God told Noah to build a boat.
Find out what happened next in this fun, interactive book about Noah
and God’s promises. As they read, kids can complete the scenes with the
included stickers. A surprise pop-up in the middle of the book adds
dramatic 3-D element to this exciting story!
Sesame Street: Elmo's ABC Lift-the-Flap - Sesame Street 2017-07-11
Busy scenes, oodles of flaps, lots of labels, and beloved Sesame Street
characters make learning the alphabet fun! More than 55 flaps teach
kids their ABCs. A is for apple. B is for ball. C is for cookie…and Cookie
Monster! And F is for flaps—which kids will find plenty of in this book
stuffed with surprising alphabetic words, rhymes, and riddles to
discover! How many things can you find that start with the letter P?
What objects are hiding behind the letter H? With more than 100 labels
and 55 flaps to lift, learning the alphabet has never been so much fun!
I Have to Go - Anna Ross 1990
Little Grover goes to the bathroom all by himself.
Washy Wash! And Other Healthy Habits (Sesame Street) - Random
House 2020-08-11
Sesame Street's Elmo, Big Bird, and their friends share fun rhyming
rules for washing hands, social distancing, and staying healthy in this
engaging book. Elmo, Big Bird, and their Sesame Street friends know
that good hygiene is more important than ever now. This rhyming book
features fun ways for young girls and boys to stay healthy. From the
right way to wash your hands--including the lyrics to the Sesame Street
Washy Wash song from the popular video!--to leaving six feet between
you and others, kids will learn that "The best way to take care of others
is to take care of YOU!"
Sesame Street: Stories to Grow on - Erin Rose Wage 2019-04-15
Growing up is extra special with stories that come to life as they are read
aloud by Nina from Sesame Street! Little ones will love reading about
milestones like using the potty, sleeping in a big bed, the first day of
school, and more. 8 illustrated board books featuring Elmo and his
Sesame friends come with a Me Reader Jr module that reads each book
aloud at the touch of a button, with charming narration, fun sounds, and
songs. Following along in the book while listening to the narration is an
important first step toward independent reading.
We're Different, We're the Same (Sesame Street) - Bobbi Kates
2021-03-16
Who better than Elmo and his Sesame Street friends to teach us that
though we may all look different on the outside—deep down, we are all
very much alike? Elmo and his Sesame Street friends help teach toddlers
and the adults in their lives that everyone is the same on the inside, and
it's our differences that make this wonderful world, which is home to us
all, an interesting—and special—place. This enduring, colorful, and
charmingly illustrated book offers an easy, enjoyable way to learn about
differences—and what truly matters. We’re Different, We’re the Same is
an engaging read for toddlers and adults alike that reinforces how we all
have the same needs, desires, and feelings.
P is for Potty! (Sesame Street) - Naomi Kleinberg 2014-07-22
Sesame Street's Elmo tells little girls and boys ages 1 to 3 all about how
to use the potty in this sturdy lift-the-flap board book with more than 30
flaps to find and open! P is for Potty is the perfect mix of fun and
learning for potty-training toddlers—especially while they practice sitting
on the potty! Sturdy flaps will hold up to hours of repeat lifting and
peeking, and toddlers will delight in the surprises they find under the
flaps.
The Together Book (Sesame Street) - Revena Dwight 2017-07-25
A classic Sesame Street Little Golden Book about cooperation and
friendship returns—just in time for the 75th-anniversary celebration of
Little Golden Books! One of the first two Sesame Street Little Golden
Books ever published—in 1971, along with The Monster at the End of
this Book—returns just in time for the 75th-anniversary celebration of
Little Golden Books, with the classic Sesame themes of working together,
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cooperation, problem solving, and friendship. Girls and boys ages 2 to 5
will see how the Sesame Street Muppets solve problems by sharing
tasks, from pushing a heavy wagon to drinking a milkshake that's too big
for one. Sesame Street's original fans will welcome the return of this
vintage classic with nostalgia and delight, and new fans will be
charmed—and fascinated—by the retro look of their favorite Sesame
Street characters: Big Bird, Grover, Bert, Ernie, Cookie Monster, Betty
Lou, Little Bird, Herry, Sherlock Hemlock, and Roosevelt Franklin.
Sesame Street first harnessed the power of media to educate children
more than four decades ago, changing children’s television forever.
Populated with furry creatures and a diverse cast, it was the first show of
its kind and provided a blueprint for educational media for generations.
There are more than 90 million Sesame Street “graduates” in the United
States alone, and fans old and young can find their favorite fuzzy friends
on PBS, HBO, Sesame’s award-winning website and chart-topping
YouTube channels, as well as in books, toys, apps, healthy foods, and
other products that benefit preschoolers and their families. Sesame
Workshop, the nonprofit educational organization behind Sesame Street,
aims to help kids grow smarter, stronger, and kinder through its many
unique domestic and international initiatives. These projects cover a
wide array of topics, which address specific needs, such as girls’
education, financial empowerment, and autism. In 2019, Sesame Street
will celebrate its 50th year of distributing quality educational content to
families around the world. Sesame Street is the most trusted name in
early learning.
Potty Time with Elmo - Kelli Kaufmann 2011-05-15
The Sesame Street Potty Time with Elmo comes with a seven-button
audio module that enables children to add voices and other sounds to a
story about Elmo teaching his doll, Baby David, all about using the potty.
The book is recommended for children ages 18 months and older.Icons
on the book's pages match the buttons on the sound module. Children
press a button that matches a page to activate sound. They hear words of
wisdom from Elmo to Baby David about all aspects of using the potty,
including washing hands afterward, and other sound effects, including a
flushing toilet. The Sesame Street Potty Time with Elmo has coated,
board pages that resist rips and tears, and wipe clean of spills. The book
conforms to the toy safety requirements of ASTM F963-08. Three
replaceable AG-13 button cell batteries that power the sound module are
included.
Sesame Street: Elmo's Bedtime Countdown - Lori C. Froeb 2018-08-07
Count down to bedtime with Elmo and his friends in this busy book full of
pull-tab surprises that features counting backward from ten to one. How
do Elmo and his friends get ready for bed? Find out in this book that uses
sliding tabs to teach toddlers how to count backward from ten to one!
Before bed, Elmo puts on pajamas with ten polka dots on them.... Ernie
takes a bath and counts five bubbles…. Abby fluffs her two pillows.
Finally, one sleepy monster goes to sleep.
Sesame Street: Elmo's Potty Book: Look, Find & Listen - Pi Kids
2019-05
Whoosh! Flush! Potty-training toddlers will love to join Elmo and friends
for some noisy Look and Find fun! Search 7 bright, busy scenes for
hidden characters and objects. In each scene, a bonus "find'em" matches
one of the 10 sound buttons. When you find it, press the sound button to
hear it, too! Then, turn to the last pages of the book for even more Look,
Find, and Listen activities that caregivers and children can enjoy
together. Look and Find play encourages focus and exploration, and
helps build early learning skills.
Huggy Kissy - Leslie Patricelli 2012-12-11
An exuberant infant is lifted high in the air by Mommy, kissed on the
tummy by Daddy, and snuggled by a puppy.
ABCs with Elmo Apple Sound Book No Rights - Pi Kids 2019-04-22
A is for Alphabet! Spend a fun day exploring from A to Z with Elmo and
his Sesame Street friends in cheerful apple-topped sound book, APPLE
ABCS WITH ELMO! Featuring fun sound effects and a dynamic story
filled with favorite characters, little ones will love interacting with 30
sound buttons and learning to connect letters to words and phonetic
sounds to build their vocabulary. With the words and music to the ABC
song on the last page, readers can press the sound button and sing along
to the beloved tune. Learning the alphabet has never been so much fun!
It's Check-up Time, Elmo! (Sesame Street Series) - Sarah Albee
2013-03-15
Going to the doctor doesn't have to be scary. With Elmo to keep you
company, getting a check-up can be an opportunity to learn lots of new
things.
Elmos Potty Book My First Look and Find New Format No Rights - Pi
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Kids 2019-04-15
"It's potty time! Learn along with Elmo as you search for 7 busy scenes
for bubbly soap, big-kid underwear, and more. Then, go to the back of
the book for even more Look and Find activities!" -- Back cover.
Meet Michael's Dentist - Lori Froeb 2002
This series focuses on important milestones in every child's life and help
lessen some of the anxiety that comes with them. In this title containing
bold object labels to enrich vocabulary, Michael takes readers with him
to the dentist as he has his teeth polished, x-rays taken, and examined.
This board book features a flap to lift on each page. Full-color
illustrations.
Sesame Street Let's Cook! - Sesame Workshop 2015
A new collection of 50 healthful and fun-to-prepare recipes features
Muppet chefs Elmo, Cookie Monster and Grover as well as educational
sidebars and nutrition tips. Simultaneous eBook. 25,000 first printing. TV
tie-in.
Big Boys Go Potty - Marianne Richmond 2012-04
"Celebrate the joys and tears of the potty training experience with
Marianne Richmond's charming story and cheerful illustrations. From
handling accidents with humor to shedding diapers for good, Big boys go
potty is a rewarding journey that speaks directly to your big boy, giving
him an extra hug and smile "--Page 4 of cover.
Sesame Street: Let's Go Potty, Elmo! - Lori C. Froeb 2015-10-27
With wheels to turn, flaps to lift, and tabs to pull, this sturdy board book
helps teach toddlers the necessities of bathroom hygiene. Playing is so
much fun, but everyone has to take a potty break sometimes - even Elmo!
Taking all the right steps can be a challenge too, but now kids can help
Elmo remember how by showing him the toilet paper, reminding him to
flush and wash hands. Kids will love pulling the tabs, turning the wheels
and lifting the flaps in this engaging book that explains the basics of
bathroom hygiene. Honored as a Finalist in the 2016 International Book
Awards in the Children's Picture Book: Hardcover Non-fiction category.
My Thomas Potty Book (Thomas & Friends) - Random House
2016-01-05
Illustrated with photos of toddlers as they practice potty training, this
sturdy board book with reward stickers features Thomas the Tank
Engine and friends offering encouragement as toddlers work toward the
moment when they can say, "Bye-bye diapers!"
Let's Go Potty for Boys - Piggy Toes Press 2008-01-15
Boys learn the steps to using a toilet. On board pages.
The Newborn King - Lori C. Froeb 2011-09
The story of the first Christmas is told simply in this colorful, chunky
board book. As kids read, they fit a puzzle piece into each page. When
the book is complete, they can connect all four puzzle pieces to make a
stand-up nativity scene showing Baby Jesus, Mary, Joseph, and friendly
animals! The pieces store right in the pages or in the box attached to the
book so children can return later for more playful, interactive fun.
Dinosaur Train Lift-the-Flap Let's Go to Volcano Valley! - Dinosaur Train
2011-06-28
Dinosaur Train, an exciting new kids’ show, paired with the best-selling
lift-the-flap format means dino-sized fun! Over 40 flaps to lift! Get ready
to board the Dinosaur Train and meet some new friends! Buddy, the
adorable preschooler Tyrannosaurus Rex, and this adoptive Pteranodon
family are always on the move. Today, they are going to Volcano Valley.
Along the way, the train is making stops at the Triassic, Jurassic, and
Cretaceous stations to make dozens of dinosaur discoveries. With more
than 40 flaps to lift, kids will want to explore Buddy’s world again and
again!
Fisher Price Little People Noah and the Animals - Fisher-PriceTM
2011-12-20
The beloved story of Noah and the ark is retold in this delightful new
addition to the best-selling Fisher-Price lift-the-flap line. Noah’s amazing
adventure comes to life with dozens of exciting flaps in this book based
on the popular Little People Noah’s Ark play set. When God told Noah to
build a boat, he did! And he filled it with two of every animal. Early
learning activities throughout and more than 50 flaps that are both
educational and entertaining make this a book that kids will go back to
again and again.
Too Big for Diapers (Sesame Street) - Random House 2000-09-26
The time has come that Baby Ernie is too big for diapers and he's ready
to try out his brand-new potty. It may take a few tries, but soon Ernie
realizes he can learn to use it all by himself!
Elmo's Potty Time (Sesame Street Series) - Caleb Burroughs
2013-03-15
Elmo is learning how to use the potty. You can do it, too!
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Sesame Street: Happy, Healthy Monsters - Lori C. Froeb 2021-01-05
With the help of Elmo and his friends from Sesame Street, it’s easy and
fun for little ones to learn healthy and hygienic habits. Since 1969,
generations of parents have trusted Sesame Street to help their kids
learn not only numbers and letters, but to be smarter, stronger, and
kinder. Following Let’s Go Potty, Elmo! comes Happy, Healthy Monsters,
a bright, colorful, and fun book for preschoolers that shows kids how to
take care of themselves. In this timely but gentle title about the
importance of cleanliness and staying safe, kids learn why hand-washing
is a good thing to do through a catchy song from their favorite little red
monster, Elmo. With the help of their friends on Sesame Street and this
educational, interactive book, little readers can stay happy and healthy!
Disney•Pixar The Good Dinosaur: Adventures with Arlo - Lori C. Froeb
2015-10-13
Arlo, the good-hearted dinosaur of the newest film from Disney•Pixar, is
the star of this innovative book that telescopes up in sections. When fully
extended, the book is more than one foot tall! Disney•Pixar's The Good
Dinosaur is a humorous and exciting original story about Arlo, a lively
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Apatosaurus with a big heart. After a traumatic event rattles Arlo’s
family, he sets out on a remarkable journey, gaining an unlikely
companion along the way—a young human boy. Readers will love
extending the pages of this book to reveal a figure of Arlo that is over a
foot and a half tall!
3 Day Potty Training - Lora Jensen 2014-03-04
3 Day Potty Training is a fun and easy-to-follow guide for potty training
even the most stubborn child just 3 days. Not just for pee and poop but
for day and night too! Lora’s method is all about training the child to
learn their own body signs. If the parent is having to do all the work,
then the child isn’t truly trained, but with Lora’s method your child will
learn when their body is telling them that they need to use the potty and
they will communicate that need to you.
P is for Potty! - Lena Cooper 2014
What Color Is Elmo? - Shana Corey 2000-01-01
Elmo's friends and their favorite objects help the reader to learn colors.
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